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Lesson 5a - Sing 3-Part Harmony with Yourself 

 

This is Home Brew Audio's tutorial on Singing Harmony with Yourself, a companion video to Lesson 

Five: Multi-track recording. We'll use what we learned in Lesson Five and apply it to music. I'm not 

going to rehash all the “how to's” from the Lesson Five videos. So, if you get lost here, you should 

probably go back and review those. 

 

We're going to record, using AUDACITY, a very brief singing demo to show you how you can do what 

I think is the coolest thing EVER... sing harmony with yourself! This idea is what got me into 

recording 30 years ago. If you aren't a singer or if you have no clue to what I'm talking about, that's 

okay. This should still be fascinating stuff. 

 

We're going to keep this really short and simple. We'll just do three quick tracks of “ahs”. Think of 

“Twist and Shout” by the Beatles. We need to give ourselves a “count-in” on the first track so we know 

when to start the harmony parts on tracks two and three. Once I start singing, you are going to hold 

that for a count of eight. You're going to count one, two, three, four... start your note “ahhhhhhh” and 

hold it for eight counts. If that totally confused you just watch what I do here and it should become 

clear. 

 

... One, two, three, four... “ahhhhhhhhhhh” 

 

Now, let's record track two listening to the four counts in track one as a count in. Start singing at the 

same time but a “third” up. What I mean by that is if you sang “ahhhhh” the first time, sing “ahhhhh” 

the second time (note higher pitch). And you can, by the way, sing this in whatever key you want to. 

 

One, two, three, four... “ahhhhhhhhhhhhh” 

 

OK, now let’s zoom in so that we can line these up – if they didn’t come out quite sync’d up. Change the 

cursor…line that up a little bit better. Ok, zoom out.  

 

You starting to get the idea? Alright, let's do the same thing for track three. We are going to do that a 

“third” up from track two. So instead of “ahhh” (2nd note - from track 2) – we went “ahh” (first note) – 

“ahh” (2
nd

 note), and now it’s time to do “ahh” (a third up from note 2). Alright? Ya ready?  

 

One, two, three, four... “ahhhhhhhhhhhhh” 

 

Now let's listen to what we've got. 

 

“ahhhhhhhhhhhhh” (note three part harmony) 

 

OK, now let’s sync this up a little bit – the same way we did before. Make sure it starts about the same 

time. There we go. 

 

Now, let's make it even better. Doing the same thing we did in Lesson Five, let's leave track one “panned” 

at the center. Come down to track two, slide the slider to the left until you get to 50%. On track three slide 

the slider to the right until you get to 50%. And listen again... 

 

“ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhh” (3 parts with tracks 2 and 3 panned 50% left and right, respectively) 
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Is that not just the closest thing to magic that you've ever heard? That is the power of stereo and 

multitrack recording at its most basic and most fascinating. Feel free to try this with four-part harmony, 

five-part harmony, whatever you want to do.  

 

Check out the other companion tutorials to multi-track recording where we'll build on this knowledge and 

do some other really cool stuff. See you then! 


